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Abstract 

This paper presents foundation activities to empower game tool developers to 
anticipate a smooth integration between game development, an inherently creative 
discipline, with software factories, which are concerned with turning the current 
software development paradigm, based on craftsmanship, into a manufacturing 
process. The proposed activities, encompassing game ontology definition, 
competitor analysis and task analysis, are not only formally specified but are also 
illustrated by real scenarios. The final intention is to boost the creation of computer 
games through the productive power of software factories, turning the development 
more intuitive, automating menial tasks and allowing project time and resources to 
be properly allocated to promote deeper client and end-user involvement. 

Keywords: software factories, game ontology, competitor analysis, task analysis 
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 1 Introduction 

 When mankind gained Information Technology 
competence, a great potential to dissolve 
worldwide boundaries was born. By definition, 
software is intended to make people more 
efficient, to solve problems, to entertain, to 
enhance business growth, to make information 
available at any time, at any place. Software 
usefulness and applicability is evident by the 
increasing demands of customers and 
stakeholders in general. 

Nevertheless, one could ask if software 
development is being carried out as efficiently 
and successfully as possible. According to the 
Standish Group, a respected international 
institute, the answer is definitively no [1]. Their 
studies reveal that less than one third (29%) of 
software development projects in the United 
States are completed on schedule, within budget 
and delivering all originally specified features. 
The remaining 71% are delivered late or costs 
more than planned, presents only a subset of the 
agreed features or are even cancelled. 

Although one might think that the causes of 
failure are related to limited technologies, 
disqualified teams or poor software engineering, 
almost all real causes are related to the poor way 
in which users and clients are involved during a 
software development project. The Standish 
Group points out the following issues as main 
failure causes, in order of relevance: 

• Lack of user input; 
• Incomplete requirements/specifications; 
• Changing requirements/specifications; 
• Lack of executive support; 
• Lack of resources; 
• Poor cost and schedule estimation; 
• Unrealistic expectations; 
• Stakeholder conflicts; 
• Unclear objectives; 
• Communication breakdowns. 
It can be observed that almost all of the 

above listed causes are related to the lack of user 
input. For example, if users were not involved 



 

 

enough during a computer game functionality 
elicitation stage (a typical game feature 
wishlist), the project team will be working on an 
imprecise feature set and, therefore, the chance 
of unrealistic cost and schedule estimations will 
become higher. The lack of client/user 
involvement in the project also directly impacts 
many other critical project issues, such as the 
establishment of a shared vision and solution 
validation, just to cite a few. 

If from one side clients and users are not 
given the proper attention, many routine and 
menial software development activities, on the 
other hand, consumes valuable project time and 
resources. Most software today, including 
games, is still developed by hand from scratch 
using labor-intensive methods [2]. Only 
marginal productivity enhancements could be 
observed during the last years of software 
development history. As software industry 
matures, however, it must grow beyond the 
methods that brought it to this point, and adopt 
the patterns of industrialization demonstrated by 
neighboring industries. These patterns 
collectively compose the foundation of Software 
Factories [3], which are focused on the 
transition of software development from 
craftsmanship to manufacturing. Examples of 
such patterns are: 

• Assembling products from components 
and services; 

• Automating menial and routine tasks; 
• Creating production lines and supply 

chains; 
• Standardizing process, architectures and 

packaging formats. 
Software factories, therefore, are concerned 

with turning the current software development 
paradigm, based on craftsmanship, into a 
manufacturing process. One could be persuaded 
to dismiss this proposal quickly as a misguided 
attempt to reduce an inherently creative 
discipline, such as game storyboard creation, 
into a purely mechanical and deterministic one. 
On the contrary, software factories intend to 
make software development even more creative, 
by promoting the use of methods that will bring 
closer to the real world the problems it is 
intended to solve, and by leaving more of the 

mechanical and deterministic aspects of the 
process to tools. Therefore, the final intention is 
to save project time and resources and to 
allocate them in activities that promote deeper 
involvement of clients and users during the 
development process. 

Game development is a formidable example 
of a software development domain which could 
be turned into a more productive process by 
software factories. Today, in many situations, 
the same tools and languages used to build 
point-of-sale commercial applications are used 
in game development. In a software factories 
context, this could sound as awkward as using 
metallurgy industry tools in the textile or 
cosmetics industries. Game development 
industry needs specialized tools, languages and 
automation, in order to allow game developers 
to work closer to their domain. 

Integrating game development and software 
factories, nevertheless, is not straightforward. If 
from on side software factories promote many 
benefits to the domain where they are applied, 
such as productivity, it is required, on the other 
hand, a disciplined implantation approach that 
fully exploits their encompassing (and not so 
trivial) foundations. The multidisciplinary 
environment where computer games 
development is inserted makes this an even 
more challenging task. 

The work presented in this paper, therefore, 
intends to provide the basis for situating game 
development in a software factories context and 
for helping software factories concepts adoption 
by game developers. Our proposal consists of 
the specification of a series of pre-integration 
activities, such as a game ontology definition, 
competitor analysis and task analysis, which are 
illustrated by a 2D game creation scenario (but 
could be used in any game genre). These 
activities, once executed, will provide a better 
readiness to the integration between game 
development processes and software factories 
main foundations, according to Greenfield [2]: 
languages, patterns, frameworks and tools that, 
once configured together, could be used to 
rapidly and cheaply produce an open-ended set 
of unique variants of an archetypal product. 



 

The remaining of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 presents the creation of game 
development ontologies. Section 3 illustrates a 
competitor analysis involving visual game 
development tools. Section 4 contemplates task 
analysis for a common game development 
activity. Section 5, finally, concludes about the 
work and points out future directions. 

2 Game Ontology Definition 

Domain specific languages (DSLs) [4] are key 
to realize the vision of software factories by 
empowering the creation of domain specific 
tools [5]. In a game development scenario, 
examples of such tools are game engines, 
environments or frameworks targeted at a 
specific game genre, such as first-person 
shooters, platforms or board games. 

A domain specific language has its own 
syntax and semantics. Therefore, before 
specifying domain concepts for game 
development and game tools that would provide 
editing/programming facilities based on DSLs, 
the creation of a game vocabulary and ontology 
rises as a critical early task that should be 
performed. 

Wiegers [6] points out that “one problem 
with the software industry is the lack of 
common definitions for terms we use to describe 
aspects of our work”. Church [7] enforces that 
computer game development is not an exception 
to this rule. He states that game design, an 
activity which includes the definition and use of 
a common vocabulary, is the least understood 
aspect of computer game creation, and that the 
primary inhibitor of design evolution is the lack 
of a common design vocabulary, despite the fact 
that understanding requires that designers be 
able to communicate precisely and effectively 
with one another. In short, Church says, “we 
need a shared language of game design”. 

Two already existent attempts for building a 
game vocabulary (or glossary) are the 
GameDev.NET Game Dictionary [8] and The 
Game Programming Wiki [9]. However, both 
present critical problems, such as: 

• The vocabulary is open to anyone of the 
community to insert his/her own terms 
and definitions. Therefore, the chance of 

contradictions and duplicated terms are 
high; 

• There is no end-user interaction process 
to validate the entered terms and their 
definitions, nor a formal review of the 
added terms. Therefore, wrong 
definitions can be inserted in the 
vocabulary; 

• The scope of the possible vocabulary 
terms is too broad. For example, issues 
not directly related to game 
development, such as the name of 
companies, celebrities or network infra-
structure definitions can confuse and 
distract users from their original 
purposes. 

Our game ontology definition approach 
consists of an interactive process, encompassing 
the following steps: 

• Computer game concepts elicitation; 
• Ambiguity/contradiction elimination; 
• First validation with domain users; 
• Creation of definition and relationship 

graph for the elicited concepts; 
• Identification of synonymous concepts; 
• Second validation with domain users. 
Each execution of the above steps has a 

version of the game ontology as output. 
Suggested elicitation sources range from game 
development tools, games, game magazines and 
academic articles to interviews with game 
players and developers as well. 

While the ontology is unprovided of a 
graphical relationship representation, it is called 
a vocabulary and can be stored in a more 
straightforward tabular way (presenting at least 
the concepts and their definitions). Once the 
relationships between the concepts are 
identified, graphs can be built and the 
vocabulary evolves to a real ontology. 
Therefore, graph editors such as brainstorming 
tools are welcome to make it possible for users 
to navigate through related concepts. A XML 
[10] specification of the ontology, probably 
exported by such tools, is also welcome since it 
encourages ontology reuse between (custom) 
tools, as well as helps the game tool developer 



 

 

to focus on the concepts and not on the way they 
are persisted. 

Finally, once the game ontology is created, 
game tool developers can use it as input to 
language workbenches [11], such as the 
Microsoft Visual Studio Team System [12], as 
soon as the ontology is mapped into a domain 
specific language considering the language 
workbench syntax restrictions. 

3 Competitor Analysis 

In a software development context, competitor 
analysis is the process of selecting applications 
that provide features similar to the ones 
provided by the application being developed, 
and to check the weakness and strengths of such 
applications by analyzing them according to pre-
defined attributes. 

We propose a methodology for game 
development competitor analysis which 
contemplates the following steps: competition 
criteria definition, specification of attributes to 
be observed, competitor elicitation, competitor 
selection and, finally, analysis execution. The 
subsections below detail each one of these steps. 

3.1  Competition Criteria 

In order to restrict the universe of game 
development tools to a properly defined scope, 
competition criteria must be specified. This will 
avoid that that a chosen competitor does not 
satisfy the competitor analysis main goals. In 
other words, the purpose of the competition 
criteria is to answer the following question: 
“Which tools are really eligible for this 
competitor analysis?”. 

Suppose a game tool developer wants to 
create a tool for visually helping game 
developers to create 2D games. The following 
competition criteria would be used by him: 
“only tools that provide functionalities to 
visually create 2D games will be considered as 
competitors”. The specified criteria help to 
discard a large amount of game development 
tools, such as game engines, which expose their 
functionalities through APIs. Although they 
provide a lot of interesting game development 
features, users interact with such tools only 
programmatically, since they (at least the 

majority of them) are unprovided of visual 
edition facilities. 

3.2  Attributes under observation 

Formally specifying the attributes to be 
observed helps the game tool developer to 
clarify which aspects of the tools to be analyzed 
deserve attention, avoiding wasted resources and 
misleading interpretations. Considering the 
visual development of 2D games, the following 
attributes could be considered during a game 
development competitor analysis: 

• Usability: checks overall tool interface 
intuitiveness and easiness-of-use; 

• Entity creation: checks if the creation 
of game entities (such as the main 
character and enemies) can be done in an 
intuitive way; 

• Event assignment: checks how easy is 
to detect game event triggers (such as 
collision detection) and reactions (such 
as “bounce the entity”); 

• Background creation: checks if the 
background of the game (which can be 
composed by a single color, an image or 
even a layered tiled map) can be 
specified in an intuitive way;  

• Game flow definition: checks how easy 
it is to specify the different states of the 
game (examples of states are the initial 
window, a game level, the game over 
window, etc.);  

• Reusability: checks if elements 
specified in the game (such as sprites or 
levels) can be reused in the same game 
and/or in other games; 

• Target-game variety: checks if the tool 
is capable of creating games of different 
types (such as platform games, board 
games, 2½D games, etc.) or if it is 
restricted to only a few types; 

• Complex behavior definition: checks if 
it is possible to add more complex 
behavior to the game flow and entities, 
such as the winning condition of the tic-
tac-toe game; 

• Final product packaging: checks if the 
end-user will need special plug-ins or 



 

environment configuration to run the 
game or if executing the game is as 
simple as double-clicking its executable 
file; 

• Acquisition cost: checks how much the 
tool costs, or if it is free. 

3.3 Competitor elicitation 

Once the competition criteria and the attributes 
to be observed were defined, many different 
sources can be considered in order to identify 
competitor candidates. Examples of such 
sources are specialized game development sites, 
such as GameDev.net [13] and GamaSutra [14], 
as well as real game developers and players. 

In the proposed scenario (visual 2D game 
development), many visual game development 
tools can be elicited, such as: Game Maker [15], 
RPG Maker [16], Kilk & Play [17], The Games 
Factory [18], Multimedia Fusion [19] and 
Squeak [20], among others. Due to time and 
resource constraints, nevertheless, generally 
only some of the elicited tools are chosen to 
carry out the competitor analysis, as shown by 
the next step. 

3.4 Competitor selection 

Different criteria can be used to select the real 
competitors among the elicited ones. Examples 
of such criteria are how popular a competitor is, 
how well it represents other competitors 
belonging to a same category and how well does 
it match to the competition criteria and attributes 
under observation. 

The number of selected competitors 
depends on the available time and resources to 
be invested in the competitor analysis.  In the 
sample scenario, three of the elicited tools were 
selected. The first selected tool was Game 
Maker, version 6.0 [15], by Mark Overmars. It 
is a windows application that is based on the 
concepts of sprites, objects, time lines and 
rooms, among others. It also has a script 
language for the definition of more complex 
game behavior (in this case, the programming is 
non-visual), as well as network support. 

The second selected tool was Multimedia 
Fusion Express [19], version 1.06, by 

IMSI/Europress Software. It is also a windows 
application, but concepts are organized in this 
tool in a different way, since it can be used to 
generate multimedia content in general, not only 
games. 

The third and last selected tool was Squeak 
[20], version 3.7, by the Squeak Community. 
Although this is an educative tool, it can be used 
to develop games as well. It was primarily 
chosen because it provides different interface 
experiences in relation to the two other tools.  

3.5 Analysis execution 

The previous steps provided the foundation 
activities to carry out the competitor analysis. 
Once they were completed, analysis itself could 
begin. A score range must be specified for each 
attribute under observation, in order to guide the 
game tool developer to evaluate each one of the 
competitors. An example of such score range is 
presented below: 

•  (+): the tool completely satisfies the 
attribute under observation; 

• (+/-): the tool partially satisfies the 
attribute under observation; 

• (-): the tool poorly satisfies the attribute 
under observation. 

The obtained results for the proposed 
scenario are presented in Table 1, considering 
the score range presented above. 

Table 1 - Competitor analysis results 

Attribute 
Game 

Maker 

Multimedia 

Fusion 
Squeak 

Usability (+) (+) (-) 

Entity creation (+) (+) (+/-) 

Event 
assignment 

(+/-) (+) (-) 

Background 
creation 

(+/-) (+/-) (-) 

Game flow (+/-) (+) (-) 

Reusability (+) (+/-) (+/-) 

Target variety (+/-) (-) (+) 

Complex 
behavior 

(+/-) (-) (+/-) 



 

 

Product 
packaging 

(+) (+) (+/-) 

Acquisition (+/-) (-) (+) 
 

As it can be noticed, Game Maker revealed 
to be the most regular tool. Multimedia Fusion 
received many positive remarks, but it was not 
well evaluated in relation to important attributes, 
such as the variety of target games, the modeling 
of a more complex behavior to the game and 
acquisition cost. Squeak, finally, revealed many 
limitations, including a poor usability. As 
Squeak creators warn, Squeak is not a finished 
product, but the outcome of research conducted 
by a small community. Therefore, it cannot be 
considered a concrete game creation tool. 

4 Task Analysis 

In order to check deeper usability issues 
regarding the selected tools, we suggest that 
game development tasks (or use cases), related 
to the tool under development, should be 
formally analyzed, using a human-computer 
interaction technique called task analysis [21]. A 
task analysis is formally defined as a detailed 
description of the goals an end-user should reach 
when using a system, as well as the activities 
and tasks required to fulfill such goals. 

It is worth noticing that task analyses should 
be carried with by end-users, preferably experts 
on the domain and the tools under analysis. 

In the proposed scenario (visual 
development of 2D games), real users were 
invited have their actions recorded by a screen-
recording program and to perform the following 
task: “Suppose you have four .bmp files, each 
one corresponding to a frame of an animation. 
Create a game entity that must: (1) have a 
looping animation, by using these 4 frames; (2) 
move to the left when the user presses the left 
keyboard arrow; (3) move to the right when the 
user presses the right keyboard arrow”. After the 
task was performed, it was described using the 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) model [21]. 
The result of the task analysis using each one of 
the select tools follows below. 

4.1 Game Maker task analysis results 

Besides presenting some usability problems 
(such as not clearing indicating some exit paths 
to the user), Game Maker performed this task 
well. A negative point is the fact that entity 
movement must be defined as a global event, not 
as an entity property. Figure 1 details the HTA 
structure obtained by using Game Maker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 - Game Maker HTA result 

4.2 Multimedia Fusion task analysis results 

Multimedia Fusion also performed the task well, 
but the necessity to select a picture area for a 
given .bmp makes the user interaction a little 
frustrating. Other negative point is that it is not 
possible to reuse a sprite (animation) in different 
entities. The most positive point is that 
movement is considered to be a property of a 
game entity, which is a very intuitive issue. 
Figure 2 details the HTA structure obtained by 
using Multimedia Fusion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2 – Multimedia Fusion  HTA result 



 

4.3 Squeak task analysis result 

As Figure 3 indicates, Squeak interaction was 
the most complex in relation to the conclusion 
of the proposed task. There is no way to import 
the .bmp files from the tool; the user must drag 
them from the file system. The necessity to 
create a “holder” object to perform the 
animation was also very counter-intuitive. The 
way entity properties are accessed (through 
spread out “handles”, instead of a popup menu) 
is also a very frustrating experience. Finally, the 
user can get lost in the excessive number of 
entity properties and their categorizations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 – Squeak HTA result 

4.4 Task diagram proposal 

Considering weakness and strengths of the 
selected tools, identified by the task analysis 
process, we propose that the game tool 
developer should suggest a new task diagram to 
the execution of the proposed task. This diagram 
should reuse the advantages of each tool (such 
as the reusability identified in Game Maker and 
the intuitive entity movement definition in 

Multimedia Fusion), besides adding some 
features not observed in the tools (such as the 
possibility to load multiple sprites instead of 
having to specify them one-by-one, for 
example). The proposed diagram is presented in 
Figure 4 and could be used by the game tool 
developer to the creation of her new tool. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4 – Proposed new task diagram 

5 Conclusions 

It is estimated that the total global demand for 
software will grow by an order of magnitude 
over the next decade, being the game industry 
one of the key roles of such growth. Design 
patterns and specialized tools, such as game 
engines and frameworks, demonstrated limited 
but effective knowledge reuse. But without 
deeper increases in productivity, total software 
development capacity seems destined to fall far 
short of total demand. 

Software factories have risen to avoid such 
scenario, by moving software development from 
documentation to automation, using languages, 
frameworks and tools to automate more of the 
software life cycle, configuring extensible 
development tools with packaged content and 
guidance, carefully designed for building 
specific kinds of applications. Nevertheless, the 
inherent creative aspect of computer games, as 
well as the complexity caused by their 
multidisciplinary nature, are considerable 
challenges to the adoption of software factories 
in the area. 

By exploring interactive processes and 
considering structured human-computer 
interaction based approaches as pre-
requirements for the development of languages, 
tools, patterns and frameworks aligned with 
software factories concepts, this paper presented 



 

 

a contribution to anticipate a smooth integration 
between computer games and forthcoming 
software engineering paradigms. 

Of course, the presented foundation 
activities alone will not ensure the success of 
game development processes. On the other 
hand, they reveal that specialized game 
development tools will require each time more 
specialized end-user research and collaboration. 
We believe that, by using such foundation 
activities as major guidelines and deriving best 
practices from them, developers will be able to 
full exploit the advantages of software factories 
to create productive, intuitive and usable 
frameworks, languages and game tools. 
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